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We all know that goal-oriented people are more successful, happier, and more
productive. But setting and keeping goals is a skill, and like any skill, there’s a
right way to do it. One thing you might find helpful is separating your goals into
behaviour-based and outcome-based models. There are a few differences
between the two, and knowing which is which can be key. 

Behaviour-Based Goals
Behaviour-based goals are typically changes you make to how you act. For
instance, handling stress better, being nicer to others, and spending less time
procrastinating are all examples of behaviour-based goals. They focus on how
you personally feel and behave, rather than just looking purely at the outcome of
your actions. 

Behaviour-based goals play into outcome-based goals, but they aren’t the same.
When you change how you think and feel, often you’ll notice a change in results.
But that’s not the focus, it’s just a pleasant side-effect. 

In order to make behaviour-based goals, you’ll need to reflect on how you feel
when you’re completing a certain task. Do you get snappy with your Parent in
the mornings, or feel tired when you’re trying to complete homework etc.?
Focusing on the way you feel when you aren’t performing well, then making a
concrete effort to change can help to make you more happy and productive. 

Outcome-Based Goals
Outcome-based goals are changes you make to your performance. For instance,
completing chores easier and faster, reducing the amount of errors you make,
and getting important tasks done on time are all outcome-based goals. They
focus on the outcome of your actions, rather than how you feel about performing
your tasks.

Outcome-based goals tend to be easier to quantify. You can count the number
of homework questions you complete before dinner, and you can keep track of
the amount of time you spend on a certain task. For this reason, most people
focus on making outcome-based goals. After all, your progress is so much
simpler to quantify. 

Making Them Work Together
The real key to success is fusing-behaviour-based goals with outcome-based
goals. Often you can get to the root of a problem by changing your behaviour,
and then watch as your outcomes change. Sometimes it’s hard to separate the
two, and that’s okay. Just don’t lose sight of the fact that your performance is a
mix of both. Having the right mindset (as we discussed) is just as important as
working hard if you want to succeed.

Behaviour vs. Outcome-Based Goals

Our Mindset is a combination of the emotions and beliefs that create our
perception of reality and ultimately shape our results. The right Mindset will
unlock HUGE reserves of energy and allow you to overcome any fear, doubt or
resistance, so you can more easily face challenges and take consistent,
meaningful action.

KEY POINT FOR GOALS

If you find (or create) a BIG enough
WHY to do it you will always find
the HOW to do it.
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CORE MINDSET BELIEF
Your Mindset is deeply ingrained,
which is why it can feel SO hard to
shift/change. But if you don't work
on your Mindset, you'll end up
operating by default and letting
things happen to you rather than
becoming the creator of your life.

SAY: "I Take Charge of My Mindset
and Life" Repeat 10 x per day. 

CHECK OFF THE
BREAKTHROUGHS FOR THIS

SESSION!

Committed to Setting New Goals

Committed to Creating  New
Mindsets

Identified Lessons Learned

WORK AS A FAMILY T.E.A.M.
(TALK - EVALUATE -

ARTICULATE - MOTIVATE)

Make some time to discuss the
session and the 'Inspire Me'
Newsletter with your Family and
create the Team Support Dynamic
that helps you achieve your
highest goals, dreams and
potential. 
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